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UL1950 Information Technology Equipment
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For 230 Volt Operation (Europe):  Use a cord set, marked "HAR," consisting of
a min H05VV-F cord which has a minimum 0.75 square mm diameter
conductors, provided with an IEC 320 receptacle and a male plug for the country
of installation rated 6A, 250V

Für 230 Volt (Europa): Benützen Sie ein Kabel, das mit "HAR" markiert ist,
bestehend mindestens aus einem H05VV-F Kabel, das mindestens 0,75
Quadratmillimeter Drahtdurchmesser hat; sowie eine IEC320 Steckdose und
einen für das Land geeigneten Stecker, 6A, 250 Volt.

C22.2 No. 950-M93

As an Energy Star Partner, the manufacturer has determined that this product
meets the Energy Star guidelines for energy efficiency.

The manufacturer declares under sole responsibility that this product conforms
to the following standards or other normative documents:

EMC: EN55022 (1993) Class B
EN50082-1 (1992)
EN6100-3-2 (1995)
EN6100-3-3 (1995)
IEC 801-2 (1991), 8kV CD; 15kV AD
IEC 801-3 (1984), 3 V/m
IEC 801-4 (1988), 1kV Signal Lines

2kV AC Power Lines

Safety: This product complies with the requirements of EN 60950 (1992),
A1 (1993), A2 (1993), & A3 (1995)

Gost-R

FCC: This device complies with FCC CFR 47 Part 15 Class A.

Note: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital
device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide
reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a
commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio
frequency energy, and if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions in this
manual, it may cause harmful interference to radio communications. Operation of this
equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in which case the
user will be required to correct the interference at his own expense.



Important Safety Instructions

Your Printer has been designed to give you many years of safe, reliable
service. As with all electrical equipment, there are a few basic
precautions you should take to avoid personal injury or damage to the
Printer.

• Carefully read the installation and operating instructions provided with
this Printer.

• Read and follow all warning instruction labels on the Printer itself.

• Place the Printer on a flat, firm, solid surface.

• To protect your Printer from overheating, make sure no openings on
the Printer are blocked.

• Do not place the Printer on or near a heat source, (i.e., a radiator or
heat register).

• Do not use your Printer near water, or spill liquid of any kind into it.

• Make certain that your power source matches the ratings listed for the
Printer. If you are unsure, check with your dealer or with your local
power company.

• Do not place the power cord where it will be walked on. If the power
cord becomes damaged or frayed, replace it immediately.

• Do not insert anything into the ventilation slots or openings on the
Printer.

• Only qualified, trained service technicians should attempt to repair
your Printer.
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Printer Overview

1.0 Introduction

The XL Printer, hereafter referred to as the “Printer”, incorporates high-
performance features at an economical price. From the 32-bit MCU with
powerful graphics and character set printing capabilities, to the uni-frame
construction for precise registration, this user-friendly printer sets a new
standard in barcode label, ticket and tag printing applications.

This manual provides all the information necessary for the daily
operation and care of your Printer. To begin printing labels, refer to the
instructions provided with the software-labeling package you have
chosen or visit our website at www.datamaxcorp.com for a copy of the
Datamax Windows Driver.

Also available from our website are the Programmer’s Manual for a
complete listing of Printer DPL commands, and the Internal Batch
Manual for applications utilizing a  “smart CRT”.
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Setting Up the Printer

2.0 Introduction

This chapter explains how to connect and load your Printer, use the
Control Panel and install a Memory Module.

2.1 Operating Voltage Selection

The Printer is capable of single-phase 115 or 230 VAC ±10%, 60/50 Hz
operation using a three-prong plug with an earth ground connection to
the AC Power Source.

It is important that the Printer’s
voltage setting conform to the AC
Power Source. Before connecting
power, locate the AC Selection Switch
and Fuse Holder (containing the Fuse)
on the Back Panel. Using the
reference table below, ensure the
Printer’s AC Selection Switch Setting
and Fuse matches the AC Power
Source Voltage Range.

AC Power Source
Voltage Range

AC Selection Switch
Setting Fuse Required

105 – 125 VAC 115 VAC 1.6 amp/250V slow-blow
210 – 250 VAC 230 VAC 0.8 amp/250V TD slow-blow

CAUTION

Failure to configure the AC Selection Switch and Fuse
before applying power can result in personal injury
and/or damage to the Printer.
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2.2 Interfacing to the Printer

The Printer is equipped with both parallel and serial interface ports for
versatile host connectivity. The parallel interface requires a standard 36
pin Centronics type cable.

For RS-232 or optional RS 422 serial interfacing, a specific cable pin-out
is required. This interface supports both XON/XOFF and CTS/DTR
handshaking. At serial transfer speeds greater than 9600 baud, CTS/DTR
handshaking is recommended. For RS-422 devices, the XON/XOFF
handshake is the only appropriate method. These cable configurations
and part numbers are shown below (contact your reseller for ordering
information).

Null Modem (MXM)

part number  556000
Cable used for typical connection to

other DCE equipment with
XON/XOFF flow control.

“PC” (DB9P) to Printer

part number  556001

Cable used for connection to a PC compatible
with DB9P communication ports. Flow

control is either XON/XOFF or CTS/DTR.

“PC” (DB25P) to Printer

part number  556002
Cable used for connection to a PC

compatible with DB25
communication ports. Flow control is

either XON/XOFF or CTS/DTR.

RS-422 Connection
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2.3 Connecting the Printer

You will need a serial or parallel interface cable to connect your Printer
to a host computer (see Section 2.2 for the cable requirements). Connect
the interface cable as outlined below:

1. Turn ‘Off’ the Printer and host computer.

2. Ensure that the Printer is set to match the AC voltage source; see
Section 2.1.

CAUTION

Failure to verify the AC Selection Switch setting and
Fuse rating before applying power can result in personal
injury and/or damage to the Printer.

3. Connect the interface cable and secure into the Printer's desired
communications port

4. Connect the other end of the interface cable into the corresponding
computer interface port and secure.

5. With the AC Power Switch in the ‘Off’ position, connect the AC
Power Cord to the AC Power Connector.
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2.4 Loading Label Media

This section explains loading
instructions for all media types. A
diagram located on the inside of
the Access Cover provides a
convenient illustration.

CAUTION

When using media measuring less than 3.5" (76mm) wide
always adjust the Printhead Support (Section 4.2). Failure
to comply can cause damage to the Printer.

2.4.1 Roll Media Installation

The Printer will accept standard 8" (203 mm) outer diameter rolls wound
on an inner core not less that 1.5" (38 mm) in diameter. The maximum
width of the label media is 4.65” (118 mm) wide. Complete the
following steps to load roll media:

1. Open the Access Cover.

2. Disengage the Printhead by rotating the Head Lift Lever
counterclockwise to the ‘Up’ position.

3. Slide the Media Guide to the outer edge of the Platen Mount
Assembly and rotate it to the ‘Down’ position.
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Roll Media Installation (continued):

4. Slide the Media Retainer to the outer edge of the Media Supply
Mount and lower the Media Retainer into a horizontal position.

5. Place the roll media on the Media Supply Mount against the
Backstop.

6. Slide the Media Retainer firmly against the media.

7. Route the label media as shown: Passing it through the Media Guide
Plates, between the Media Sensor and out the front of the Printer.

8. Rotate the Media Guide ‘Up’ and slide it to a position that lightly
touches the outer edge of the media.

9. Rotate the Head Lift Lever fully clockwise to the ‘Down’ position.

10. Press the FEED Button several times to normalize media tracking.

11. When the Media supply becomes empty, lower the Media Retainer,
remove the empty core from the Media Supply Mount and reload.
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2.4.2 Loading for Internal Media Rewinding

Rewinding media and backing up to a 3″ maximum outer diameter is
possible using Internal Rewind. Complete the following to rewind
media*:

1. Turn ‘Off and unplug the Printer.

2. Remove the Tear Bar, if attached.

3. Load media per instructions in Section 2.4.1, steps 1-8.

4. Route media, as shown below, under the Platen Roller, through the
slot back to the Internal Media Rewind.

5. Attach the media using the Media Rewind Clasp, winding several
times to secure.

6. Rotate the Head Lift Lever fully clockwise to the ‘Down’ position.

7. Plug in and turn ‘On’ the Printer. Press the FEED Button several
times to normalize media tracking.

þ Notes: (1) Do not rewind labels less than two inches (50 mm) high.
(2) At full capacity, a Paper/Ribbon error occurs until the
material is removed.

*See Section 2.9 for an application using the optional Peel Mechanism.
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 2.4.3 Fan-Fold Media Installation

When using fan-fold media, line-
up and square the media supply
to the Printer’s fan-fold media
slot to ensure proper tracking.
Complete the following steps to
load fan-fold media:

1. Open the Access Cover.

2. Raise the Head Lift Lever
counterclockwise to the ‘Up’
position.

3. Slide the Media Guide to the outer edge of the Platen Mount
Assembly and rotate it to the ‘Down’ position.

4. Place the supply of fan-fold media behind and squared to the
Printer’s Fan-Fold Media Slot.

5. Route the media as shown, in through the Fan-Fold Media Slot,
passing through the Media Sensor and out the front of the Printer.

6. Rotate the Media Guide ‘Up’ and slide it into a position that lightly
touches the outer edge of the media.

7. Rotate the Head Lift Lever fully clockwise to the ‘Down’ position.

8. Press the FEED Button several times to normalize media tracking.
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2.5 Adjusting the Media Sensor

The Printer is equipped with a laterally adjustable Media Sensor. This
sensor is capable of detecting continuous, die-cut, notched and reflective
media types. When the media supply runs out a Paper/Ribbon error will
occur. In this case, simply load a new media and press the FEED Button
to begin printing again. After pressing the FEED Button, the Printer will
advance to the next label edge and begin printing from the existing batch
count.

CAUTION
Never force or over tighten the Media Sensor Adjust Knob.

If the Paper/Ribbon Light illuminates (indicating an error) after pressing
the FEED Button, check the following (refer to Section 5 for additional
information):

• If approximately 16" (406 mm) of media feeds 

The Media Sensor detected no gap/reflective mark. Ensure that the
media type was correctly selected in your software program. Also,
check for debris on the sensor. If using notched stock, start with the
sensor completely left (in) and then make ½ to ¼ turns of the knob
clockwise (out) until the notch is consistently detected.

• If approximately 1.5" (38 mm) of media feeds 

(1) The Printer was set in thermal transfer mode and ribbon motion
has not been detected or (2) the Media Sensor can not detect any
label presence. Check the Ribbon Switch setting (see Section 2.9)
and/or ensure that the media goes through the Media Sensor (the
ribbon should NOT go through the Media Sensor).
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2.6 Loading Ribbon

The Thermal Transfer option allows the advantages of using ribbon and
thermal transfer media (see Section 4 for details). A diagram located on
the inside of the Access Cover provides a convenient illustration.
Complete the following steps to load ribbon:

1. Open the Access Cover.

2. Rotate the Head-Lift Lever counterclockwise to the ‘Up’ position.

3. With the leader facing forward, slide a Ribbon completely onto the
Ribbon Supply Hub (to the front of the Printer).

4. Unwrap and route the Ribbon as shown, over the idlers, behind the
Present Sensor and up to the Ribbon Take-up Hub.  (Use care not to
pass the ribbon through the media sensor, see Section 2.5.)

5. Attach the Ribbon to the Ribbon Take-up Hub with the Take-up
Clasp. (For ease of removal, a ribbon core can be placed onto the
Ribbon Take-up Hub. The used ribbon can be wound upon it for easy
disposal). Rotate several times to secure.

6. Rotate the Head-Lift Lever clockwise to the ‘Down’ position.

7. Set the Printer for thermal transfer printing (see Section 2.9).

8. Press the FEED Button several times to normalize tracking.

When the Ribbon is completely used, remove the core from the Ribbon
Supply Hub, remove the used ribbon from the Take-up Hub and reload.
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2.7 Removing Ribbon

 Changing label sizes or types may also require a change of ribbon. To
remove a partially used ribbon complete the following steps:

 
1. Cut the Ribbon between the Ribbon Take-up Hub and the Upper

Ribbon Idler (see below).
 
 

     
2. Rotate the Head Lift Lever counterclockwise to the ‘Up’ position.

3. Turn the Ribbon Supply Hub clockwise to rewind the unused Ribbon
back onto the roll.

 
4. Firmly grasp and pull off the unused partial Ribbon roll from the

Ribbon Supply Hub.
 
5. Turn the Ribbon Take-up Hub counterclockwise to roll up the used

Ribbon.
 
6. Remove the Ribbon Take-up Clasp and slide off the used ribbon and

discard.
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2.8 Tear Bar Assembly Installation

To install the Tear Bar Assembly, complete the following steps*:

1. Open the Access
Cover.

2. Raise the Head
Lift Lever to the
‘Up’ position.

3. Line up the Tear
Bar’s mounting
posts to the
Installation Slots
on the Printer.
Insert the posts
and push down
until the Tear Bar
snaps into place.

4. Lower the Head Lift Lever fully clockwise to the ‘Down’ position.

5. Close the Access Cover.

12. Using software, set the “present distance” (Set Form Stop) for tear-
off between labels, referencing the table below. (Actual values and
commands may vary; distances given in inches/100).

“Start of Print Position” “Set Form Stop”
220 252

*For removal, reverse the installation steps.
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2.9  Using the Control Panel

The Printer is equipped
with three control
buttons, three indicator
lights, one switch and
one potentiometer.

Item Function(s)

Power Light Illuminates following power ‘On’, indicates main power is
present.

Paper/Ribbon
Light

‘Flashes’ once following Printer initialization.
‘Blinks’ while receiving data from the host.
‘On’ steady with either of the following conditions:
• No label and/or ribbon are/is detected.
• The Internal Media Rewinder is not rotating (i.e., capacity

reached).

Pause Light The pause light will illuminate with any of the following:
• The PAUSE Button is pressed.
• A print job is canceled using the STOP/CANCEL Button.
• A fault condition occurs with the optional Media Cutter.

Darkness*
Potentiometer

Adjustment used to match previous print contrast following
a Printhead replacement. In addition, can provide fine
adjustment of overall print contrast.

Ribbon Switch Switches printing methods:
• ‘On’ selects thermal transfer printing.
• ‘Off’ selects direct thermal printing.

* Use software to control the print contrast on a per-label-format basis.
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Using the Control Panel (continued):

Item Function(s)

Pause Button Temporarily stops the print job, pressing again resumes.

Upon activation, the button will:
• Stop the mechanism after completion of the current label.
• Turn ‘On’ the Pause Light.
• Halt the label count, but maintain the count balance.
• Hold all data in memory.

Pressing the button a second time will:
• Turn ‘Off’ the Pause Light.
• Restart the print mechanism.
• Print the balance of labels in the count.

Feed Button Pressing this button will:
• Advance label media to the print position of the next label

(if changing media size, 0-2 labels may feed before
registration occurs).

• Clear a Paper/Ribbon fault, if possible.
• Holding down during power-up produces Configuration

Labels enters Printer into the Character Dump Mode.

Stop/Cancel
Button

Pressing this button will stop and cancel the current print
job. The next job in the cue will then be loaded and printed
following the depression of the PAUSE Button. Pressing
repeatedly will cancel each subsequent print job.
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2.10 Printer Options

Printer hardware options are discussed in this section. Many are ‘user’
installable after purchase. For a comprehensive list of the latest options,
contact your sales representative or Datamax Customer Care for more
information.

2.10.1  Peel Mechanism

Used in conjunction with the Internal Media Rewind, the optional Peel
Mechanism presents the partially peeled label for manual application.
This feature used along with the Label Present Sensor allows “on-
demand” label dispensing. In this mode, the sensor stops the printing
process until the previously printed label has been removed. Complete
the following steps to install the Peel Mechanism*:

þNote:  The Label Present Sensor and Media Cutter can not be used
together.

1. Turn ‘Off’ and unplug
the Printer.

2. Open the Access Cover.

3. Rotate the Head Lift
Lever ‘Up’.

4. Remove the Tear-Bar by
reversing the steps in
Section 2.8.

5. Install the Peel Mechanism, lining up the mechanism posts with the
Installation Slots. Insert the posts and push down until the
mechanism snaps into place.

6. Load media per instructions in Section 2.4.1, steps 1-8. (Continued
on next page.)
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Peel Mechanism (continued):

7. Open the Peel Mechanism by gently pulling it forward, near the top
front, see below.

8. With approximately 12″ (300 mm) of label material extended out
beyond the front of the Printer, remove all labels from the liner
material.

9. Route as shown, over the top of the Fixed Frame, then down, under
through the slot and back to the Internal Media Rewind.

10. Attach the liner to the Internal Media Rewind using the Media
Rewind Clasp, winding several times to secure.

11. Close the Peel Mechanism.

13. Rotate the Head Lift Lever fully clockwise to the ‘Down’ position.

14. Plug in and turn ‘On’ the Printer. Press the FEED Button several
times to normalize media tracking.

15. Enable the Label Present using your software program or the
<STX>KD command (see Section 3.3).

16. Using software and referencing the table below, enter a “Set Form
Stop” value for the desired label stopping position (distances given
in inches/100 and will vary).

“Start of Print” “Set Form Stop”
220 260   

þ Note: At maximum capacity, a Paper/Ribbon error is generated until
the material is removed.

*For removal, reverse the installation steps.
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2.10.2  Flash Memory Modules

The Printer is equipped with a Memory Module Slot designed to accept
Flash Memory Modules for storing any combination graphic images,
custom fonts, label formats and internal batch formats. The modules,
available in various sizes, are equipped with a Write Protect Switch.
When turned ‘On’, the Write Protect Switch will ensure important files
and formats cannot be accidentally overwritten. Follow these steps to
install a module:

1. Turn ‘Off’ the Printer.

2. Locate the Memory Module Slot on the left side of the Printer.

3. With the label of the Memory Module facing toward the front of the
Printer, gently insert it into the Memory Module Slot.

4. Turn ‘On’ the Printer. The Printer will recognize the Memory
Module as ‘Module B’.

CAUTION

Always turn ‘Off’ the Printer before inserting or
removing a Memory Module. Use only modules
specifically designed for the Printer. Failure to comply
can cause damage to both the module and the Printer.
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2.10.3  Media Cutter with Optional Tray

This option will allow the
automatic cutting of the label
media following the print
operation. The convenient tray
attachment is available to catch
and hold the cut labels. Control
of label cutting and positioning
is a software function.

þNote:  The Media Cutter and Label Present Sensor can not be used
together.

When the Media Cutter Option is installed, load according to type,
routing the label media out through the Cutter Opening:

• For roll media follow the procedure in Section 2.4.1.

• For fan-fold media follow the procedure in Section 2.4.3.

Once installed the Printer will sense the Media Cutter. Using your
software program, enable the Cutter and define the desired size of the
label.
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Configuring Your Printer

3.0 Overview

The Printer can easily be configured using the information provided in
this chapter. In addition, the Printer's built-in test functions and typical
installation examples are covered.

3.1  Test Functions and Resident Labels

Upon power up, the Printer performs an internal diagnostic routine that
checks hardware integrity. This test will last approximately 20 seconds.
When complete, the Paper/Ribbon Light will flash, indicating “Ready”
mode. Additionally, the Printer can produce three different resident label
formats: (a) Configuration, (b) Test Pattern and (c) Ribbon Test.

þ Note: Resident label formats are generated with default values of six
inches per second print speed and heat setting of 10. Depending
upon the media type, print quality results could vary.

3.1.1 Configuration and Test Pattern Labels

These two labels are useful in determining firmware version, installed
options, and memory allocations in addition to general print quality (at
default settings). To print a Configuration and Test Pattern Label:

1. Load 4.25-inch wide, die-cut or notched, media (and ribbon if
thermal transfer printing) into the Printer.

2. Set the Media Width Adjust Cam to 4; see Section 4.2.
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Configuration and Test Pattern Labels (continued):

3. With the power ‘Off’, press and hold the FEED Button while turning
‘On’ the Printer. Continue holding the FEED Button until the media
begins to move forward, at that time, release the button.

4. Following power-up and after a brief hesitation, the Configuration
and Test Pattern Labels will begin to print.

Below is a sample Configuration Label. Your label may vary depending
upon the options within your Printer.

FRI OCTOBER  30, 1998 17:09 303
VER: MA - 02.01 10/21/98      CONFIGURATION
ROM CHECKSUMS                    DIRECT THERMAL
U01 47-2522-02A                  COMMUNICATIONS NOT DETECTED
U02                              9600,8,N
U03                              EDGE, REWINDER
U04
SYSTEM RAM CHECKS_ _ _ _ GOOD
SYSTEM RAM SIZE_ _ _  4096 KBYTES
SYSTEM RAM AVAIL_ _   3349 KBYTES

INPUT VALUES
PAPER_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   0 COUNTER INFORMATION
POT_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 128   ABSOLUTE VALUES      9-24-1998
EDGE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 174 LENGTH_ _ _ _   137755 INCHES
TOFA _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 145 TIME_ _ _ _ _       247 HOURS
REFL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   0 RESETTABLE VALUES    9-24-1998
RIBN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   3 LENGTH_ _ _ _   137755 INCHES
TEMP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  62 TIME_ _ _ _ _       247 HOURS
VOLT _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 192
REWIND _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 211 MEMORY CONFIGURATION
TOF LOW_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   0 INTERNAL MODULE_ _ _ _ _ 128
TOF DELTA_ _ _ _ _ _ _  10 SCALABLE FONTS _ _ _ _ _  64

LABEL SIZE        0410:10013 IN

þ Note: After producing a Configuration Label, the Printer enters the
“Character Dump Mode” (a diagnostic for debugging software
and communication problems). Return the Printer to normal
operating mode by cycling the Printer power ‘Off’ and ‘On’.
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Configuration and Test Pattern Labels (continued):

Following the Configuration Label, a Test Pattern Label is printed. This
label is useful in determining general print quality (see note Section 3.1).

“Good” Test Pattern Label

Consistent print quality across the label indicates that the Printhead is
operating normally.

“Bad” Test Pattern Label

Streaks (vertical lines of missing print) indicate a dirty or faulty
Printhead.
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3.1.2 Serial Loopback Plugs

Printer RS-232 and RS-422 serial communication can be tested with
specially constructed plugs. When installed, internal tests are performed
for loopback and handshaking functions. Use the appropriate figure
below as a fabrication guide. To test the serial port of the Printer:

1. Turn “Off” and unplug the Printer.

2. Remove the serial interface cable from the Printer.

3. Install the appropriate Test Plug.

4. Follow the procedure in 3.1.1.

The results of the test, along with the standard information, will appear
on the Configuration Label.

RS-232 Serial Loopback Plug RS-422 Serial Loopback Plug
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3.1.3 Ribbon Test Labels

The third type of resident format is the Ribbon Test Label. Initiating a
Ribbon Test label will produce a series of 14 labels, ten featuring “picket
fence” style compliant barcodes and four with “ladder style” compliant
barcodes (see note Section 3.1). To generate Ribbon Test Labels:

1. Load 4.25-inch wide media and ribbon into the Printer.

2. Set the Media Width Adjust Cam to 4; see Section 4.2.

3. Turn ‘On’ the Printer. Wait for the Printer to come “Ready”.

4. Simultaneously press the PAUSE and FEED Buttons.

Press the CANCEL Button to stop printing.
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3.2 Setting the Communications Port

The Printer is equipped with both a parallel and serial interface. Upon
initial power-up or following a system reset, the first port to receive a
valid command from the host is set active. To change the port selection,
the Printer power must be cycled ‘Off’ and ‘On’ and the process
repeated.

3.3 Setting the Printer Parameters

The following System Level DPL (Datamax Programming Language)
command sets the Printer’s operating parameters. Functioning as pseudo
DIP switches, the settings are stored in non-volatile memory, retained
and recalled upon Printer power-up. (See Section 1.0 to obtain the
Programmer’s Manual).

DPL Syntax:   <STX>KDwxyz <CR>

w, x, y and z are binary values in ASCII with respective bit settings
having meanings indicated in the following tables. Bit 0 is the least
significant.

Where w:
Bit # Function Value

0 - 2 Baud Rate 0=9600*; 1=600; 2=2400; 3=19200; 4=4800;
5=38400; 6=1200; 7=9600 Test Mode

3 Word Length and parity 0 = 8 bits, no parity*; 1 = 7 bits, even parity
4 Reserved Set to 0
5 Compatible Offset 0 = 220*; 1 = 250 (Prodigy Compatible)
6 Always 1 Set to 1
7 Always 0 Set to 0

Where x:
Bit # Function Value

0 Reserved Set to 0
1 Present Sensor 0=not equipped, 1=equipped

0=standard* 1=main frame
SOH 01 5E
STX 02 7E

2 Alternate Character Set

ESC 1B 40
3 Media Cutter 0=disabled*; 1=enabled

4 & 5 Reserved Set to 0
6 Always 1 Set to 1
7 Always 0 Set to 0

*= Factory defaults.
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Setting the Printer Parameters (continued):

Where y:
Bit # Function Value
0 & 1 Paper Type 0=gap* (edge); 1=reflective;  2=continuous (3″)
2 - 5 Reserved Set to 0

6 Always 1 Set to 1
7 Always 0 Set to 0

Where z:
Bit # Function Value
0 - 5 Reserved Set to 0

6 Always 1 Set to 1
7 Always 0 Set to 0

* = Factory defaults.

New parameter example:  <STX>KD@H@@<CR>

@  Sets the Printer to 9600 baud, 8-bit word length with no parity, Start
of Print offset at 220.

H  Sets the Printer to standard character set, Media Cutter equipped.

@  Sets the Printer to Gap sensing (i.e., die-cut or notched media).

@ Default setting (saved for future expansion).
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3.4 Resetting to Factory Defaults

To reset the Printer’s configuration (including communications port and
operating parameters) to factory defaults, perform the following
procedure.

1. Turn the Printer ‘Off’.

2. Press and hold the PAUSE, FEED and STOP/CANCEL Buttons
while turning ‘On’ the Printer.

3. Release all three buttons after the Paper /Ribbon Light flashes.

The Printer default settings are:

Function Value
Memory Configuration
• Internal Module
• Scalable Fonts

128 (times 4Kbyte units each)
64 (times 4Kbyte units each)

Resettable Values
• Length
• Time

0
0

Character Set Standard
Media Cutter Disabled
Compatibility Offset 220
Heat Setting 10
Paper Length 16 inches (406 mm)
Paper Sensing Gap
Print Speed (inches per second) 6

The reset condition can be verified by printing a Configuration and Test
Label. The information of the label will reflect default settings until new
configuration data is sent to the Printer.
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3.5 Sample Installations

In this section, procedures that will enable you to set up the Printer for
the various installations are discussed, including the CRT terminal, PC,
minicomputer, and non-ASCII devices. (See Section 2.2 for applicable
interface connections.)

þNote: DB25S (socket/female) connectors are normally parallel ports;
DB25P and DB9P (pin/male) are normally serial ports.

3.5.1 Connecting to a CRT

Typical CRT-based applications generate and print labels that are stored
on Flash Modules. This system requires a VT 100 or LINK
MCIIcompatible CRT. The Printer’s Internal Batch program works
much like a PC compatible software package, but uses modules instead
of a hard or floppy disk to store and retrieve formats. To configure the
Printer for Internal Batch Mode, install a Flash Module and send an
<STX> g command. Next, connect the Printer to the CRT using cable
number 556000 or equivalent. For a detailed explanation of operation
under this configuration, visit our website at for a copy of the Internal
Batch Software Manual.

3.5.2 Connecting to a PC

The interface cable should be selected and connected to a PC via the
parallel or RS-232 serial port. However, if two-way communication is
required, the RS-232 port must be used.

A typical application for PC-based systems prints labels in a production
environment. Using a third-party software package that retrieves data on
a relational basis using item numbers, locations and customer
information, an operator would select the format type and quantity of
labels to be printed from an entry screen.
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Sample Installations (continued):

3.5.3 Connecting to a Minicomputer

Connecting the Printer to most minicomputers is similar to the
connections required by a PC. Most minicomputers made by Digital
Equipment, Hewlett Packard, Unisys, etc., have ASCII RS-232C or
parallel ports similar to that of PCs. Interfacing to IBM systems
sometimes requires a protocol converter. The cable you select for
connecting the Printer to a minicomputer will vary depending on the type
of computer system you have.

3.5.4 Connecting to Non-ASCII Devices

The Printer uses the standard ASCII for conversion of byte patterns to
characters. The ports for receiving data expect forward channel parallel
data (Centronics format) or asynchronous ASCII serial data. If your host
system uses an interface other than ASCII character-based RS-232C or
IEEE compatible mode parallel, you will need an interface converter.
Some hosts, such as IBM mainframe equipment, do not use the ASCII
standard for data encoding, rather many IBM machines use EBCDIC.

To connect the Printer to EBCDIC devices, or devices with any other
data encoding standard, a protocol converter must be used. A protocol
converter translates the bit patterns of one standard to the bit patterns of
another standard. Some protocol converters are also interface converters,
combining two functions into one box. Many of these products are
available from the manufacturer of your computer equipment or your
local reseller. Please note that additional commands may be needed to
control the protocol converter you select for your data interface.

þNote: The Printer has the configuration option of using an “Alternate
Character Set” (see Section 3.3). This is common when
connecting to a Main Frame.
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Printer Adjustments

4.0 Introduction

The Printer’s design keeps operational adjustments to a minimum. This
chapter provides adjustment instructions for special circumstances and
some suggestions to enhance performance using different media types. If
questions exist regarding the necessity or ability to perform a procedure,
contact a qualified service technician or Datamax Technical Support
before beginning. Below is an overview of the major Printer components.
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4.1 Controlling Print Quality

The Printer can provide maximum application flexibility by offering both
direct thermal and thermal transfer (optional) printing capabilities. To
support these printing options, the Printer has a flexible set of printing
controls.
 
 The amount of heat applied per dot row and the rate at which the paper
moves under the Printhead have the most effect on images that are
printed. The Printer allows you to control these factors but also limits
them so you cannot ask the Printer to print an image that could be
damaging. For example, low cost direct thermal stocks have very high
reaction temperatures. It takes high heat to make a clear image on this
type of paper. The Printer allows four methods of compensation:

  
• The first is the ‘Ribbon On/Off Switch setting (Control Panel

function), which should be set to match the print method.
 

• The second method would be to change the ‘Darkness’ setting
(Control Panel function). This will provide only a subtle contrast
adjustment.

• The next method uses the H label-formatting command (selectable as
‘Heat’ in most software programs). Increasing this value causes more
heat to be transferred to the media, generating a darker image.

 
 • The final method would modify the printing speed with the P label-

formatting command (selectable as ‘Print Speed’ in most software
programs). This command reduces the print speed, allowing the
media to remain under the Printhead longer, and more time for heat
to be transferred.

 
 You will find that printing fine images on less expensive direct
thermal and thermal transfer media at higher speeds can be tricky. At
one heat setting, the image will fade and at the next higher heat
setting, the image will bleed. This is because the reaction
temperature of the media is so high that at higher rates of speed, it
cannot react fast enough.
 
 To print fine images at higher speed, media with lower reaction or
release temperatures are required. On the slower end of the print rate
settings, crisper images are possible because the media is not being
stretched beyond its limits.
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4.1.1. Media And Ribbon Basics
 

 This is a limited overview of general media characteristics. For complete
information always consult a qualified media specialist or a Datamax
Media Representative for advice regarding specific application needs.
 
Media Selection - Direct Thermal

 
 Consider three important factors when selecting direct thermal stock:
 
• The abrasive qualities of the material that covers the thermal reactive

layer of the paper.
 
• The ability of that layer to control the chemical reaction that occurs

when the image is “burned”.
 
• The amount of heat required to image the paper.

 
Media Selection - Thermal Transfer

 
 Consider two important factors when selecting thermal transfer
combinations:

 
• The label top coating and ribbon combinations affect image quality.

 
• Ribbon backcoating is highly recommended, providing protection for

the Printhead, in addition to anti-static elements.
 

 The following table, representing a very limited media/ribbon overview,
is meant only as a reference guide (for the correct application, always
consult a qualified media representative).

 
 

 Label Type
 

 Print Speed  Print
Energy

 Image
Durability

 
 Ribbon Type

 Coated Paper,
Uncoated Paper,
 Tag Stock,
 Some Films,
Some Synthetics

 
 2 - 10 ips

 (inches per
second)

 
 Low

 
 Low

 
 Wax

 Coated Paper,
 Glossy Paper,
 Tag Stock,
 Some Synthetics,
Films

 
 2 - 8 ips

 
 Medium

 
 Medium

 
 Wax/Resin

 Synthetics
 Films

 
 4-6 ips

 
 High

 
 High

 
 Resin
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4.2 Printhead Support Setting

The Printer is equipped with a Media Width Adjust Cam. This important
adjustment prevents Printhead wear when using narrow media. Improper
adjustment can be responsible for problems including ribbon overlap.
The numbers on the cam are for reference purposes only and do not
reflect actual media widths. Perform the following adjustment when
using media measuring less than 3.5" (76mm) wide.

Cam Setting (notches) Media Width*
1 Up to 1" (25 mm)
2 Greater than 1" and up to 2" (26 mm – 51 mm)
3 Greater than 2" and up to 3" (52 mm – 76 mm)
4 Greater than 3" and up to 4.65" (77 mm – 1181mm)

*Factory aligned with 6.5 mil media; settings may vary with differing media thickness.

CAUTION

Incorrect adjustment of the Printhead Support Setting may cause
Printhead/Platen Roller wear, ribbon tracking/overlap and stall
problems.

1. Measure the media width.

2. Raise the Printhead to the ‘Up’ position.

3. Pull the Media Width Adjust Cam outward until the notch on the
cam clears the detent on the Head Support Plate (see below).

4. With cam in the extended position, rotate it to the required width
setting, referencing the table above. (Continued on next page).
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Printhead Support Setting (continued):

5. With the cam at the desired setting (number in the upper right
corner), return it to the resting position, ensuring that the detent seats
into the notch.

6. Lower and lock the Printhead.

7. Print your label format or the Test Pattern Label (see Section 3.1).
Examine the right side of the printed label (as it exits the Printer).

An incorrect adjustment produces a gradual fading of the image across
the label. In this case, increase the Media Width Adjust Cam setting.

A correct adjustment produces a complete image with even print contrast
across the label.
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4.2.1 Head Support Plate Adjustment:

If a narrow label with a thickness other than the 6.5 mil (0.0065″)
standard is used and the Printhead Support Setting has no effect, this
adjustment may be required. This adjustment sets the Media Width
Adjust Cam’s engagement point. To adjust:

1. Load 4.25″ wide media into
the Printer.

2. Loosen the right Hex Head
Mount Screw.

3. Set the Media Width Adjust
Cam to 4.

4. Latch the Printhead down.

5. Move the Adjustable side of the Head Support Plate until the Media
Width Adjust Cam rests just above the Platen Mount Plate and
tighten the Hex Head Mount Screw.

6. Set the Media Width Adjust Cam as directed in Section 4.2.
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4.3 Aligning the Printhead

The Printer is factory aligned for optimum print quality, under strict print
contrast and barcode compliance requirements, using 6.5-mil (0.0065″)
label media and ribbon. When a different media thickness is used, a
Printhead alignment may need to be performed if print quality is
adversely affected.

Printhead Replacement:

The Printhead position is fixed by locating pins set in the Printhead
Mount. Once adjusted, this ensures correct alignment of all Datamax
replacement Printheads.

Thermal Transfer Media:

When the Printer is aligned with thermal transfer media, the Printhead
Burnline (row of heat elements) is slightly forward of the Platen Roller
Vertex. This allows the liquefied wax/ink to separate easily from the base
film and adhere to the label while still hot, ensuring good print quality.

Direct thermal Stock:

For Printer’s using direct thermal media only, the Printhead Burnline is
positioned closer to the Platen Roller Vertex, where increased contact
allows heat to transfer more efficiently. If a thermal transfer model
Printer will use direct thermal media exclusively, adjust both Head
Adjustment Screws ¼ turn clockwise. Otherwise, make no adjustments.

Tag Stock or Stiff Media:

As the thickness or rigidity of the label media increases, the relationship
of the Printhead Burnline to the Platen Roller Vertex can change. In this
case, the Printhead may need adjusting slightly forward to account for
this difference.
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4.3.1 Printhead Alignment Procedure

The Printhead is adjusted by turning the right and left Head Adjustment
Screws (see cutaway view below). One-half turn of these screws counter-
clockwise will move the corresponding side of the Printhead 0.012" (0.3
mm) forward over the Platen Roller. Conversely, a ½ turn clockwise will
move it back 0.012" (0.3 mm). Drastic changes in print quality can occur
with even small adjustments of ¼ turn. To adjust:

1. Load 4.25-inch wide media into the Printer.

2. Set the Media Width Adjust Cam to position 4.

3. With the Printer set for the correct print method, print rotated bars
(see Section 3.1.3) and inspect the print quality.

4. Using a 1/16" Allen Hex-type key, adjust both left and right Head
Adjustment Screws until the desired print quality is achieved
uniformly across the label.

CAUTION

Do not turn the Head Adjustment Screws more than 2
complete turns in either direction. Damage may result if
these screws are turned too far.
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4.4 Ribbon and Label Adjustments

The following may be helpful if label or ribbon path problems occur.
Before beginning review and verify that (a) media and ribbon are
correctly loaded, (b) the Printer is setup correctly for the media size and
type, and (c) the media/ribbon path, printhead and platen roller are clean.
These adjustments interact, verify the correct function of the current
adjustment before continuing to the next.

4.4.1 Label Tracking Adjustment

It is important that label media track (move) straight (parallel to the
Centerplate) through the Printer. Check the following:

1. Load a full roll of label
media (at least 4″ wide)
into the Printer. Ensure
the media rests against the
Media Backstop and the
Media Retainer is firmly
placed against the roll. Do
not engage the Media
Guide.

2. Verify that the Media
Width Adjust Cam is set
at 4 (wide media).

3. Press the FEED Button several times, feeding labels until a stable
tracking path is established. (Do not proceed if a stable path cannot
be established. Call Datamax Technical Support  for assistance.)

Note the distance of the Label Edge (including backing material) to the
Centerplate. If this distance is less than 3/16″ or greater than ½″ proceed.

4. Adjust the Media Guide Plates ‘down’ (moving the label in) or ‘up’
(moving the label out) so that the Label Edge rests 7/32″ - 3/8″
(5.5mm – 9.5mm) from the Centerplate.

5. Feed several labels to ensure correct tracking following the
adjustment.
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4.4.2. Coarse Ribbon Adjustment
For Printer’s equipped with the thermal transfer option, ribbon travel
from supply to take-up must be smooth and taut. The appearance of an
irregular diagonal void through the printed image may indicate an
adjustment is needed. In this case, check the following:

1. Load media and ribbon (at least 4″ wide) into the Printer. (Ensure the
Media Width Adjust Cam setting is 4.)

2. Do not secure the ribbon to the Ribbon Take-up Hub; rather allow
both to feed together out the front of the Printer.

3. Press the FEED Button several times to normalize the tracking.

Observe the ribbon for rippling or bagging as it travels from the Ribbon
Supply Hub down and under to the Printhead Mount Assembly. If ribbon
travel is smooth, proceed to Fine Ribbon Adjustment, otherwise:

4. Locate the Lower Ribbon Idler and slightly loosen the Hex Head
Screw that secures it. Do not remove the screw.

5. Smooth the ribbon from the Ribbon Supply Hub to the Printhead
Mount by repositioning the Lower Ribbon Idler for even tension.

6. Tighten the Hex Head Screw to secure the Lower Ribbon Idler. Feed
several labels and observe the ribbon, repeat if necessary.

7. Proceed to Fine Ribbon Adjustment; Section 4.4.3.
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4.4.3 Fine Ribbon Adjustment

If intermittent ribbon overlaps occur causing voids on the printed labels
or after performing the Coarse Ribbon Adjustment, check the following:

1. Correctly load media and ribbon (at
least 4″ wide) in the Printer and set
the Media Width Adjust Cam to 4.

2. Feed several labels and observe the
ribbon for rippling or bagging as it
travels up from the Printhead Mount
to the Ribbon Take-up Hub.

3. If rippling or bagging is present,
loosen the Bracket Screw securing
the Label Present Sensor and
carefully rotate the sensor ‘up’ to
gain access to the left Hex Head
Mount Screw.

4. Slightly loosen the Hex Head Mount Screw and move the Adjustable
side of the Ribbon Shield up or down for even ribbon tension.

5. Tighten the Hex Head Mount Screw.
Feed several more labels to ensure
the tension remains even across the
ribbon. Repeat if necessary.

6. Install your normal media and ribbon.
Set the Media Width Adjust Cam.
Send your label format to the Printer
Examine the printed labels; readjust
the Ribbon Shield slightly if needed.

7. Return the Label Present Sensor to its normal position and secure.
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Troubleshooting

5.0 Introduction

Situations may occur which require troubleshooting. Possible problem
and solutions are listed in this section. While not every situation can be
addressed, you may find these tips helpful. For assistance regarding a
procedure, or if problems persist, contact a qualified service technician or
Datamax Technical Support.

5.1 No Power
Ensure that the correct operating voltage selection has been set, then
check the following:

CAUTION

To avoid injury, always turn ‘Off’ and unplug the Printer
before checking any voltage related items.

• Move the Printer to a known good AC wall outlet.

• Check the fuse located on the Printer’s back panel. If blown, replace
using only a correctly rated replacement fuse. If the replacement fuse
blows, call for service.

• Try a different AC cord.
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5.2 No Print

Ensure the media (and ribbon for thermal transfer mode) is correctly
loaded. Disable the Label Present Sensor, if enabled. Print a
Configuration and Test Label. Examine the output labels for print. If
print is present, proceed to No Communication, Section 5.5.

If no print is present, is the Paper/Ribbon Light or the Pause Light ‘On’?
If ‘on’, proceed to Sections 5.3 or 5.4 respectively, otherwise continue:

• Verify that the label media used is the correct type for the application:

 To test direct thermal stock, use a fingernail drawn quickly across the
label. If this fails to produce a black line, chances are that the media is
not the direct thermal type. Replace and retry.

For thermal transfer applications, examine the used ribbon from the
Configuration Test performed above. If an image appears on the used
ribbon but not on the label, then the ribbon is wound coating ‘out’.
Replace with a coating ‘in’ wound ribbon. In this case, the Printhead
must be cleaned before proceeding (see Section 6.1.1).

• Under extreme conditions, over-temperature protection may shutdown
the print circuitry. Allow the Printhead to cool and retry.

5.3 Paper/Ribbon Light ‘On’

The two possible causes: (1) No label media and/or the ribbon can be
detected or (2) the Internal Media Rewind has stopped turning. For a
Paper/Ribbon error review Sections 2.4 – 2.6 and 2.10.2. Press the FEED
Button to clear this error after the correction. For problems that persist:

• Printer’s using direct thermal media only, ensure that the Ribbon
switch is turned ‘Off’; see Section 2.9.

• Printer’s using thermal transfer, ensure that (a) the ribbon is not in the
Media Sensor, (b) the ribbon supply is tight on the ribbon supply hub,
and (c) the ribbon does not stall (forward movement stops) during
printing. In the case of ribbon stall, contact a qualified service
technician or Datamax Technical Support  for appropriate steps.

• Ensure the Printer is properly configured to sense the “paper type”
used (i.e., reflective, edge or continuous); see Section 3.3.

• Possible obstruction, clean the media sensor, see Section 6.1.7.
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5.4 Pause Light ‘On’

Following power-up, the Pause Light will illuminate when (1) a cut
function has been selected through software, without a Media Cutter
installed or (2) the attached Media Cutter cannot position the blade
properly.

• To clear the configuration error, reset the Printer as described in
Section 3.4.

• To clear a blade-positioning problem, check the cable connection to the
Media Cutter (see Section 2.9.1). If the connection is good and free of
damage, proceed to Section 5.11.

5.5 No Communication

Initially, both Printer interface ports are quasi-active. The first port to
receive a valid DPL command from the host then becomes active (see
Section 3.2). For communication problems, first ensure that the interface
cable is good and matches one of the cable configurations listed in
Section 2.2. Next, review Section 3.5 for specific installation
considerations. If problems persist:

• Ensure the correct communication parameters have been selected
between the host and Printer.

• Applications using the serial interface can perform an operational test
using a Serial Loopback Plug (see Section 3.1.2).

• Print a Configuration and Test Label. Do not reset the Printer (referred
to as Character Dump Mode). Send a label format to the Printer. Any
data reaching the Printer’s buffer will be output in Hex/ASCII code.
Datamax Technical Support  can assist in decoding the data. If the
Printer outputs nothing, try changing to a different host communication
method.

• A resettable fuse protects both ports. If an external device (e.g.
Ethernet card) is drawing too much power from a port, it is possible
that the fuse could trip. Following correction of the problem, cycle the
Printer power to reset the fuse.
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5.6 Erratic Printing

If strange characters are printed instead of the label format or if blank
labels are produced with erratic feeding or operation, check the
following:

• The Printer may be in the Character Dump Mode. Cycle the Printer
‘Off’ and ‘On’.

• Printer’s word length does not match that of the host. Correct the
Printer’s word parameters to meet the host’s setting (see Section 3.3).

5.7 Skips Labels

The print quality is good but every other label is being skipped.

• Check position of the Media Sensor, ensuring that the label media’s
edge is consistently within the sensor (see Section 2.5).

• Ensure that the Media Guide is resting lightly against the edge of the
label (see Section 2.4).

• The label is formatted too close to top edge of the form. Leave white
space equal to at least to 8-dot rows at the top of the label,
(approximately 0.04" or 1.0 mm).

5.8 Light Print on the Right Side of the Label

(The right side of the label denotes an observer’s orientation, facing the
front of the Printer as printed labels are output.) The most typical cause is
the incorrect setting of the Media Width Adjust Cam.

• Perform the adjustment in Section 4.2.

• Improper Printhead alignment, see Section 4.3.
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5.9 Print Quality

Print quality issues are separated into five categories: (1) incorrect print
method/heat setting/speed setting selection, (2) incorrect media/ribbon
combination, (3) dirty/faulty Printhead, (4) improper Printhead alignment
and (5) ribbon overlap.

Incorrect print method/heat setting/speed setting

• Print a Configuration and as indicated in Section 3.1.1. Examine the
Print Method selection printed on the Configuration Label. Ensure that
the method matches the media type being used.

• Review Section 4.1. Using your software program, adjust the heat and
speed settings.

Incorrect media/ribbon combination

• Review Section 4.1.1. Verify a proper combination is being used.
Make software adjustments to meet the requirements of the
combination.

Dirty Printhead

• Print a Configuration and Test Label as indicated in Section 3.1.1.
Inspect the Test Label for vertical (direction of label travel) lines or
voids. If present, clean the Printhead following the procedure listed in
Section 6.1.1.

þ Note: These labels are generated with internal default values of 6 ips
print speed and heat setting of 10. Depending upon the type of
media used, the print quality results of the labels could vary.

Improper Printhead Alignment

• As described in Section 4.3, when a different media thickness is used
this adjustment may be needed.

Ribbon Overlap

• Irregular or erratic diagonal breaks or voids in the printed labels. See
Section 4.4.
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5.10 Incorrect Label Positioning

Two possible problems in label positioning are (1) start of print or (2)
tear-off.

Label start of print (TOF) position:

• Check the TOF value in your label software program. Changing this
value in your software program will move the print position up or
down accordingly. Consult your software instructions for exact
commands.

Label tear-off position:

• The software “backfeed distance” determines the stopping position of
the label after printing. Change this value to move the stopping
position of the printed label. As a general rule, for tear-off positioning
between labels, this distance should be approximately 25 to 30 points
higher than the Start of Print value.

5.11 Media Cutter Faults

The Printer is equipped with a resettable fuse for the optional Media
Cutter. If a fault condition occurs it may trip the fuse. In this case, first
clear the condition and then cycle the Printer power ‘Off and On’.

Cutter opening is obstructed; unable to load labels

• Check the Cutter and Cutter Cable for proper installation.
 

• Clean the Cutter; see Section 6.1.4.

The Cutter does not cycle after the FEED Button is pressed (the
PAUSE light remains ‘Off’)

• Ensure the Cutter Cable is properly connected and free of damage.
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Media Cutter Faults (continued):

Cutter jams/Pause Light stays ‘On’ (pressing the PAUSE Button will
not clear the condition)

• Ensure that the Cutter Cable is properly connected and free of damage.

• The safety interlock may be open. Ensure the Cutter Cover is securely
in place.

• Cutter may be jammed. Verify that the media is within specification
and that the blades are clean.

• The blades may be dull, warped or damaged; call for service.

The Cutter does not cut labels using your software program

• Check the program for a “cut by amount” entry field, this may be set to
zero; consult your software manual for the specific command.

The Cutter does not cut the labels to the desired length

• This software function is related as a “backfeed amount” field; consult
your software manual for the specific command.

The label edges are not cleanly cut

• Verify that the media used is within the specification of the Cutter.
 

• Clean the Cutter.

• The blades may be dull; call for service.
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Maintenance

6.0 Introduction
This chapter addresses maintenance requirements for your Printer. The
following items will help clean your Printer safely and effectively:

• Cotton swabs • Mild detergent
• Soft, lint-free cloth • Compressed air
• Soft-bristle brush • WD40 (Media Cutter option)
• Isopropyl alcohol

6.1 Maintenance Schedule

The following table provides a recommended cleaning schedule for the
different parts/areas of your Printer. This schedule is for standard label
media and ribbon, intervals may vary with differing media applications.

Area Method Interval
Printhead Solvent* After every roll of ribbon.**

Platen Roller Solvent* After every roll of ribbon.**

Peel Mechanism
(option)

Solvent* After every roll of ribbon.**

Media Cutter
(option)

WD40 Every 5,000 – 10000 cuts.

Media and
Ribbon Path

Solvent* After every roll of ribbon.**

Tear Bar Solvent* As needed.

Media Sensor Compressed air. Monthly.

Interior Brush or vacuum cleaner.
3

As needed.

Exterior Mild detergent/desktop
cleaner.

As needed.

* Recommend using a solvent consisting of 70% isopropyl alcohol.
**Direct thermal only applications, clean following every roll of media.
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 6.1.1. Printhead

Poor visual quality and unreadable barcodes can be an indication of a
dirty Printhead. Left unattended, build-up on the Printhead can lead to
permanent damage of its surface. In addition to regularly scheduled
maintenance, perform the following the steps if print quality begins to
decline.

1. Turn ‘Off’ and unplug the Printer.

2. Open the Access Cover and raise the Printhead.

3. Remove media and ribbon.

4. Dampen a cotton swab with solvent (isopropyl alcohol) and insert it
under the Printhead as shown below.

5. Gently rub the underside of the Printhead with the moistened swab,
cleaning thoroughly.

6. Allow to dry.

CAUTION

Never use sharp objects to clean the Printhead. Damage
will result.
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6.1.2 Platen Roller

Print quality and registration problems can result if the Platen Roller is
contaminated with debris, label adhesive, or ink. Perform the following
steps to clean:

1. Turn ‘Off’ and unplug the Printer.

2. Raise the Access Cover.

3. Rotate the Head-Lift Lever to the ‘Up’ position.

4. Remove media and ribbon.

5. Remove the Tear-Bar.

6. Dampen a lint-free cloth or cotton swab with solvent* and wipe off
all accumulated debris.

7. Rotate the Platen Roller with your fingers, cleaning the entire roller
surface.

8. Allow to dry.

9. Reinstall the Tear Bar (see Section 2.8), media and ribbon.

CAUTION

Never use sharp objects to clean the Platen Roller.
Damage will result.

*Acetone may be sparingly used in cases of extreme build-up.
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6.1.3 Peel Mechanism

Clean this option regularly, or if labels begin to stick or jam as they exit
the Printer. To clean the Peel Mechanism:

1. Turn ‘Off’ and unplug the Printer.

2. Open the Access Cover

3. Rotate the Head Lift Lever counterclockwise to the ‘Up’ position.

4. Remove the media.

5. Remove the Peel Mechanism (Section 2.10.1) and carefully open.

6. Dampen a cotton swab or lint free cloth with isopropyl alcohol,
wiping clean all Rollers and all media contact surfaces.

7. Allow to dry.

8. Reinstall the Peel Mechanism (see Section 2.10.1) and media.
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6.1.4 Media Cutter

For continued trouble-free operation, regular maintenance is suggested
following every 5,000 to 10,000 cuts. This interval may vary with
differing types of media. If the cutting operation becomes slow or
labored, cleaning may be necessary. Refer to the procedure below:

CAUTION

Cutter blades are SHARP. Keep fingers and other body
parts away from cutting surfaces.

1.  Turn ‘Off’ and unplug the Printer.

2. Open the Access Cover.

3. Rotate the Head Lift Lever
to the ‘Up’ position.

4. Remove the media.

5. Disconnect the Cutter
Cable.

6. Lift the Cutter Assembly
straight up and out of the
Installation Slots (if
necessary, gently rock the
Cutter Assembly back and
forth).

7. Remove the Cover Screw from the bottom of the Cutter Assembly.

8. Slide the cover off.

Cover Screw
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Media Cutter (continued):

9. Remove all paper debris and build-up. Wipe the blade surfaces using
a cotton swab dampened with WD40 until all adhesive is removed.

CAUTION

To avoid damage, do not spray WD40 directly into the
Cutter Assembly and never use metal objects on the
Cutter Blades.

10. Using solvent, clean the media path and allow to dry.

11. Replace the cover and secure using the Cover Screw.

12. Line up the posts on the Cutter Assembly to the Installation Slots on
the Printer.

13. Insert the posts and push down firmly until the assembly is seated.

14. Carefully reconnect the Cutter Cable to the Options Connector.

15. Reload media.
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6.1.5 Media and Ribbon Path

Print quality relies on smooth media and ribbon travel. Keep all media
and ribbon contact surfaces clean.

1. Turn ‘Off’ and unplug the Printer.

2. Open the Access Cover.

3. Remove media and ribbon.

4. Using a lint free cloth or cotton swab, remove any debris along the
media and ribbon path’s contact surfaces (noted items below).

5. Allow to dry.

6. Reinstall media and ribbon.

7. Place the roll media on the Media Supply Mount against the
Backstop.
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6.1.6 Tear Bar

As label adhesive and paper dust accumulates, labels may begin stick or
jam on the Tear Bar as they exit the Printer. To clean the Tear Bar:

1. Turn ‘Off’ and unplug the Printer.

2. Open the Access Cover and raise the Printhead.

3. Remove the media.

4. Remove the tear bar and clean all build-up from the media contact
surfaces using a lint free cloth or cotton swab dampened with
isopropyl alcohol.

5. Reinstall the tear bar (see Section 2.8) and media.

6.1.7 Media Sensor

On a monthly basis, remove all paper dust that may accumulate in the
media sensor using compressed air.

1. Turn ‘Off’ and unplug the
Printer.

2. Open the Access Cover.

3. Remove media.

4. Turn the Media Sensor
Adjust Knob clockwise
(do not force).

5. Using compressed air directed into the Media Sensor, blow out all
label dust.

6. Using a cotton swab dampened with solvent remove any adhesive
build-up.

7. Allow to dry.

8. Return the Media Sensor to its previous position and reinstall media.
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6.1.8 Interior and Exterior Surfaces

Interior surfaces

Label stock debris can build up inside the Printer over time. These
particles can transfer to the label media and cause small voids in the
printed images. To clean the interior:

1. Turn ‘Off’ and unplug the Printer.

2. Open the Access Cover and remove the media and ribbon.

3. Use a soft bristle brush, vacuum cleaner or compressed air as needed
to remove all build-up.

Exterior surfaces

To clean the exterior:

1. Turn ‘Off’ and unplug the Printer.

2. Use a general purpose cleaner and a damp sponge or soft cloth to
remove all build-up (never use abrasive cleansers or solvents).
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Appendix A

ASCII Control Code Chart

Char Dec Hex Char Dec Hex Char Dec Hex Char Dec He
x

Ctrl @ NUL 0 00 32 20 @ 64 40 ` 96 60
Ctrl A SOH 1 01 ! 33 21 A 65 41 a 97 61
Ctrl B STX 2 02 “ 34 22 B 66 42 b 98 62
Ctrl C EXT 3 03 # 35 23 C 67 43 c 99 63
Ctrl D EOT 4 04 $ 36 24 D 68 44 d 100 64
Ctrl E ENQ 5 05 % 37 25 E 69 45 e 101 65
Ctrl F ACK 6 06 & 38 26 F 70 46 f 102 66
Ctrl G BEL 7 07 ‘ 39 27 G 71 47 g 103 67
Ctrl H BS 8 08 ( 40 28 H 72 48 h 104 68
Ctrl I HT 9 09 ) 41 29 I 73 49 i 105 69
Ctrl J LF 10 0A * 42 2A J 74 4A j 106 6A
Ctrl K VT 11 0B + 43 2B K 75 4B k 107 6B
Ctrl L FF 12 0C , 44 2C L 76 4C l 108 6C
Ctrl M CR 13 0D - 45 2D M 77 4D m 109 6D
Ctrl N SO 14 0E . 46 2E N 78 4E n 110 6E
Ctrl O SI 15 0F / 47 2F O 79 4F o 111 6F
Ctrl P DLE 16 10 0 48 30 P 80 50 p 112 70
Ctrl Q DC1 17 11 1 49 31 Q 81 51 q 113 71
Ctrl R DC2 18 12 2 50 32 R 82 52 r 114 72
Ctrl S DC3 19 13 3 51 33 S 83 53 s 115 73
Ctrl T DC4 20 14 4 52 34 T 84 54 t 116 74
Ctrl U NAK 21 15 5 53 35 U 85 55 u 117 75
Ctrl V SYN 22 16 6 54 36 V 86 56 v 118 76
Ctrl W ETB 23 17 7 55 37 W 87 57 w 119 77
Ctrl X CAN 24 18 8 56 38 X 88 58 x 120 78
Ctrl Y EM 25 19 9 57 39 Y 89 59 y 121 79
Ctrl Z SUB 26 1A : 58 3A Z 90 5A z 122 7A
Ctrl [ Esc 27 1B ; 59 3B [ 91 5B { 123 7B
Ctrl \ FS 28 1C < 60 3C \ 92 5C | 124 7C
Ctrl ] GS 29 1D = 61 3D ] 93 5D } 125 7D
Ctrl ^ RS 30 1E > 62 3E ^ 94 5E ~ 126 7E
Ctrl _ US 31 1F ? 63 3F _ 95 5F 127 7F
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ASCII Control Code Chart (continued)

Char Dec Hex Char Dec Hex Char Dec Hex Char Dec Hex
Ç 128 80 á 160 A0 192 C0 Ó 224 E0
ü 129 81 í 161 A1 193 C1 ß 225 E1
é 130 82 ó 162 A2 194 C2 Ô 226 E2
â 131 83 ú 163 A3 195 C3 Ò 227 E3
ä 132 84 ñ 164 A4 196 C4 õ 228 E4
à 133 85 Ñ 165 A5 197 C5 Õ 229 E5
å 134 86 a 166 A6 ã 198 C6 µ 230 E6
ç 135 87 ° 167 A7 Ã 199 C7 p 231 E7
ê 136 88 ¿ 168 A8 200 C8 p 232 E8
è 137 89 ® 169 A9 201 C9 Ú 233 E9
è 138 8A 170 AA 202 CA Û 234 EA
ï 139 8B 1/2 171 AB 203 CB Ù 235 EB
î 140 8C 1/4 172 AC 204 CC ´y 236 EC
ì 141 8D ¡ 173 AD 205 CD ´Y 237 ED
Ä 142 8E 174 AE 206 CE 238 EE
Å 143 8F – 175 AF 207 CF 239 EF
É 144 90 176 B0 Ò 208 D0 240 F0
Æ 145 91 177 B1 D 209 D1 ± 241 F1
Æ 146 92 2 178 B2 Ê 210 D2 242 F2
ô 147 93 3 179 B3 Ë 211 D3 3/4 243 F3
ö 148 94 ´ 180 B4 È 212 D4 244 F4
ò 149 95 Á 181 B5 213 D5 245 F5
û 150 96 Â 182 B6 Í 214 D6 ÷ 246 F6
ù 151 97 À 183 B7 Î 215 D7 ¸ 247 F7
ÿ 152 98 © 184 B8 Ï 216 D8 ° 248 F8
Ö 153 99 1 185 B9 217 D9 ¨ 249 F9
Ü 154 9A 186 BA 218 DA · 250 FA
Ø 155 9B » 187 BB 219 DB 251 FB
£ 156 9C 188 BC 220 DC 252 FC
Ø 157 9D ¢ 189 BD 221 DD 253 FD
x 158 9E ¥ 190 BE Ì 222 DE 254 FE
ƒ 159 9F 191 BF 223 DF 255 FF
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Appendix B

Specifications

Barcodes
Code 39, Interleaved 2 of 5, Code 128 (subsets A, B, and C), Codabar,
LOGMARS, UPC-A, UPC-E, UPC 2& 5 digit addendum's, EAN-8, EAN-13,
EAN 2 & 5 digit addendum's, UPC random weight, Code 93, Plessey, Universal
Shipping Container Symbology, Code 128 MOD 43, Postnet, USS/EAN-128
random weight, Telepen, UPS MaxiCode modes 2 & 3, and PDF 417.

Barcode Modules: 5 mil to 110 mil (0.005"- 0.110") “X” dimension
in picket or ladder orientation.

Barcode Density: 12.69 CPI using Code 39 with a 0.005" narrow
bar at a 3:1 ratio; 6.34 CPI using Code 39 with a
0.010" narrow bar at a 3:1 ratio

Communications Interfacing
• Serial port: RS-232C @ 1200, 4800, 9600, 19.2 K, and 38.4 K baud.

• Parallel port: IEEE 1284 Compliant.

Character Set: ANSI ASCII

Word Length: Selectable 7-bit or 8-bit data format

Handshaking: Xon/Xoff (in receive mode only) and CTS/DTR.
(Xon/Xoff not recommended for speeds greater
than 9600 baud.)

Input Buffers: Serial: approximately 6000 bytes. Xoff is
transmitted and DTR goes low when 750 bytes
are available in the buffer. Xon is transmitted
and DTR goes high when 750 bytes are left in
the buffer. Characters are transmitted with no
parity from the Printer.

Parallel: 1Kbytes.
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Specifications (continued):

Control Panel
Lights:  Power, Paper/Ribbon and Pause

Buttons:  Pause, Feed and Stop/Cancel

Switch:  Ribbon On/Off.

Potentiometer:  Darkness, 0-255-value range after
conversion.

Electrical

Power Source: 115 VAC, 230 VAC: 60/50 Hz

Circuit Protection: 115 VAC: 1.6 amp time delay fuse; 230
VAC: time delay fuse 0.8 amp.

Grounding:  Connection required to a properly grounded
receptacle.

Environmental
Operating Temperature: 40°F to 95°F (4°C to 35°C)

Storage Temperature: 32°F to 120°F (0°C to 49°C)

Humidity:  10% to 95% non-condensing

Ventilation:  Free air movement

Dust: Non-conducting, non-corrosive

Electromagnetic Radiation: Moderate RF fields can be tolerated
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Specifications (continued):

Fonts

Resident Fonts: Bitmap Fonts – DPL Fonts 0 – 8; CG
Triumvirate Bitmap Font – DPL font 9 point
sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24, 30, 36, and 48.

PCL4 Compatible Fonts: Downloadable and printable.

Font Expansion, Rotation: All fonts expandable vertically and
horizontally up to 8x; fonts can be printed in
four directions: 0°, 90°, 180° and 270°.

AGFA Scalable Font Engine: Supports downloads of Intellifont and True
Type Font Formats. Datamax Western
European symbol sets selections are provided.

Graphics

PCX, BMP and IMF files: Can be downloaded and printed. Graphics can
be printed in four directions: 0°, 90°, 180° and
270°.

Physical
Uni-frame Construction: Precise print registration.

Dimensions:  9.0"H x 9.7"W x 16.6"D (229mmH x
246mmW x 422mmD)

Weight:  23 lbs. (10.4 kg)
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Specifications (continued):

Printing
Type:  Direct thermal

Resolution:  203 dots per inch (8 dots/mm)

Print Speed: 2.0" − 6.0" (51 mm −152 mm) per second

Maximum Print Width: 4.1" (104mm)

Print Length Range: * 0.5" – 40" (12.7mm – 1000mm)
(Standard Memory)

White Space Slew Rate: 2.0"−6.0" (51mm−152 mm) per second

Maximum Fields/
Characters Per Label: 600 / 16,000 per label maximum

Nominal Dot Size: 0.0043" x 0.0005" (0.108mm x 0.132mm)

Label Backfeed Speed: 2.0 − 5.0" (51 mm − 127 mm) per second

Memory: 4 Mbytes DRAM

Internal Module Size: 512 Kbytes (default)

Scalable Font Engine Cache: 256 Kbytes (default)

Internal Date/Time Clock: Year 2000 compliant for maintenance,
managerial and label applications.

Label Present Sensor: ** On-demand label dispensing capability.

Internal Rewind: *** 3" (76 mm) outside diameter take-up
capacity of label stock and/or backing.

* Label lengths may be greater, up to 99.99" (2540 mm), with printable area not exceeding this limit.
**The Label Present Sensor and the Media Cutter option cannot be installed simultaneously.
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*** Batch rewind mode not recommended for labels less than two inches in length.
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Label/Tag Media Specifications:

Media Specifications

Description MAX* MIN*
A Label width 4.650 0.750
B Backing width 4.650 0.750
C Gap between labels 99.99 0.080
D Label length 99.99 0.500
E Backing thickness 0.005 0.0025
F Label thickness 0.005 0.0025
G Width of sensor opening 0.500 0.200
H Distance from edge of Media to edge of

sensor opening
2.250 0.200

I Reflective sensor mark** width 4.00 0.470
J Distance between reflective mark 99.99 0.500
K Reflective sensor mark length 99.99 0.080

* Units of measure are in inches.
**The reflective sensor black mark must be carbon based and placed on the backside of the stock.

The reflectance of the mark shall be less than 10% at wavelengths of 950 and 640 nm.
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Specifications (continued):

Media

Width:  0.75" (19mm) to 4.65" (118mm). 4.25" (108mm)
maximum recommended.

Length:  0.50" (13mm) to 99.99" (2539mm)

Thickness: 0.0025" (0.0635mm) to 0.0100" (0.254mm)

Type:  Roll-fed, die-cut continuous or fan-fold labels, tags or
tickets; most direct thermal or thermal transfer
materials

Supply Roll: 8" (203mm) maximum diameter on 1.5" (38mm) to
3" (76mm) cores. Labels wound out only.

Label Material: Thermal transfer plain-coated papers, vinyl, Mylar,
metalized paper, non-woven fabric, fine woven
fabric, thermal-visible light scannable paper, infrared
scannable paper, thermal ticket/tag stock, thermally
sensitive plastic stock.

Media Sensing: Moveable “see-through” for die-cut labels and
reflective for labels and tags with black striping (see
media specifications for reflective sensing note).

Ribbons

Width:  0.75" (19mm) to 4.65" (118mm) Width should be no
greater than 0.5" (13mm) of label media width.

Length:  Maximum length 1182' (360m) on standard 1" cores.

Type: Wax, Wax/Resin and Resin. Coated side in.

Lists of Approved Media
To achieve optimum print quality and maximum printhead life, Datamax
recommends the use of Datamax-brand labels and ribbons with this printer.
These supplies are specially formulated for use in Datamax printers; use of non-
Datamax supplies may affect the print quality, performance and life of the
printer or its components. For a current listing of approved Media for use in
Thermal and Thermal-Transfer Printers, please contact your media
representative.
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 Options:

Thermal Transfer Factory installation required, option allows
use of thermal transfer media and ribbons.

Media Cutter*: Automatically cuts tag or label media.

Minimum Media Width 0.75 inches  (19mm)

Maximum Media Width 4.50 inches  (114mm)

Minimum Media Length 0.5 inches  (13mm)

Media Thickness 0.002 to 0.007 inches (0.127mm to
0.177mm)

Safety Features Cover Interlock Switch.

Agency Approvals UL, CSA and TUV listed.

Blade Life One million cuts (500,000 cuts/side).
Reversible.

Media tray: Used to capture cut media.

Passport by Datamax: External Keyboard Support – Portable
display terminal interface for stand-alone
printing and data collection.

Flash Memory Cartridges: Datamax proprietary modules for permanent
storage of custom fonts, formats and
graphics. Available in 256 Kbytes/512
Kbytes/1 Mbytes/ 2 Mbytes sizes.

Front Rewinder: Externally mounted device allowing 8" (203
mm) maximum outer diameter capacity.

ILPC (International Language Print Capability):

CG Times Scalable Font; Kanji Gothic B Scalable Font; Scalable Simplified
Chinese GB Font.

Metal Cabinet:

Available for applications in harsh or industrial environments.

RS-422 Interface:

An RS-422 serial interface is available to support speeds up to 38.4 K baud.

*The Label Present Sensor and the Media Cutter Option cannot be installed at the same time.
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Appendix C

Warranty Information

Datamax Barcode Products
Limited Warranty Statement

XL

Printer

Datamax Corporation warrants to Purchaser that under normal use and
service, the XL Label Printer purchased hereunder shall be free from
defects in material and workmanship for a period of one year,  (365
days), from the date of shipment by Datamax Corporation.

Expendable and/or consumable items or parts such as lamps, fuses, labels
and ribbons are not covered under this warranty. This warranty does not
cover equipment or parts which have been misused, altered, neglected,
handled carelessly, or used for purposes other than those for which they
were manufactured. This warranty also does not cover loss, damages
resulting from accident, or damages resulting from unauthorized service.

Thermal Printhead

This warranty is limited to a period of one year, (365 days), or 1,000,000
linear inches of use, whichever comes first, for the XL Label Printer
thermal printhead. This one year, (365 day), warranty is valid only if a
Datamax-approved thermal or thermal transfer label media is used, as
defined in the then current Datamax list of approved thermal/thermal
transfer media, a copy of which is available from Datamax. Failure to use
Datamax-approved media is justification for invalidation of this thermal
printhead warranty. This warranty does not cover printheads which have
been misused, altered, neglected, handled carelessly, or damaged due to
improper cleaning or unauthorized repairs.
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Warranty Service Procedures

If a defect should occur during the warranty period, the defective unit
shall be returned, freight and insurance prepaid, in the original shipping
containers, to Datamax at: 4501 Parkway Commerce Blvd., Orlando,
Florida, 32808. A Return Material Authorization (RMA) number must be
issued before the product can be returned. To open an RMA please call
Datamax Customer Service at (407) 523-5550. Please include your RMA
number on the outside of the box and on the shipping document. Include
a contact name, action desired, a detailed description of the problem(s),
and examples when possible with the defective unit. Datamax shall not
be responsible for any loss or damages incurred in shipping. Any
warranty work to be performed by Datamax shall be subject to
Datamax’s confirmation that such product meets Datamax warranty. In
the event of a defect covered by its warranty, Datamax will return the
repaired or replaced product to the Purchaser at Datamax’s cost.

With respect to a defect in Hardware covered by the warranty, the
warranty shall continue in effect until the end of the original warranty
period, or for sixty (60) days after the repair or replacement, whichever is
later.

General Warranty Provisions

Datamax makes no warranty as to the design, capability, capacity or
suitability of any of its hardware, supplies, or software.

Software is licensed on an “as is” basis without warranty. Except and to
the extent expressly provided in this warranty and in lieu of all other
warranties, there are no warranties, expressed or implied, including, but
not limited to, any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose.

Purchaser shall be solely responsible for the selection, use, efficiency and
suitability of Datamax’s products.
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Limitation of Liability

In no event shall Datamax be liable to the purchaser for any indirect,
special or consequential damages or lost profits arising out of or relating
to Datamax’s products, or the performance or a breach thereof, even if
Datamax has been advised of the possibility thereof. Datamax’s liability,
if any, to the purchaser or to the customer of the purchaser hereunder
shall in no event exceed the total amounts paid to Datamax hereunder by
the purchaser for a defective product.

In no event shall Datamax be liable to the purchaser for any damages
resulting from or related to any failure or delay of Datamax in the
delivery or installation of the computer hardware, supplies or software or
in the performance of any services.

Some States do not permit the exclusion of incidental or consequential
damages, and in those States, the foregoing limitations may not apply.
The warranties here give you specific legal rights, and you may have
other legal rights which vary from State to State.
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